
P U N O ,  P E R U



Exclusive*
E X P E R I E N C E

eco—responsable



Located on the shores of Lake Titicaca, 
the lodge sits castled on the island of 
Amantani. This mystical place offers a 
unique experience to our customers, 
never before imagined. Discover the 
culture of ancestral populations in a 
place where luxury and authenticity 
are combined.

Amantica Lodge

AMANTANI

LAGO

TITICACA
TAQUILLE

PUNO



We offer a dream out of time in a 
unique and spectacular environment. 
Share with the natives, enjoy our 100 % 
local and organic cuisine, and receive 
the energy and spirit of Amantani with 
a philosophy of social responsibility.

Experience



Uniqueness and luxury 
combined in one place, the 
island of Amantani. Where 
our Chef Adelí and your 
host Oswaldo, native of the 
area, will greet you.

Our Lodge



Amantica Lodge consists of 2 suites, 
each with a spectacular terrace 
overlooking the Andes Mountains.
Our beds of the highest quality, assure 
a dream in front of one of the most 
breathtaking scenery in the world.

Suite

WI-FI



Our second room offers a unique view 
of the island of Taquile. It has two 
queen size beds of the highest quality 
for you to enjoy a deep rest.
Find yourself suspended in time during 
the night, thanks to the rhythm of the 
waves and the ancient peace of this 
magical place.

Family Suite

WI-FI



A modern bathroom where the main 
character is our Jacuzzi, carved into the 
rock, merging with the waters of the 
majestic Titicaca.

Bathroom



Enjoy an amazing culinary experience served by 
our chef Adelí (capacited in Gustu, leader for 3 
consecutive years of The World's 50 Best 
Restaurants and the San Pellegrino List). Discover 
our novo-Andean menu thought within the 
slow-food philosophy.

Cuisine



3,820 meters above sea level, 8,559 
square kilometers, 2,283 meters in 
depth, 41 islands, 25 rivers, 530 species 
of aquatic animals, 109 species of 
endemic birds, 12 rock paintings with 
more than 8,000 years of age.
The wonders of the lake are endless 
and our staff will be at your disposal to 
discover them.

Titicaca Lake



We offer unique and authentic 
excursions for the pleasure of our 
guests, who can choose from ancestral, 
sporting and/or cultural activities.
Oswaldo, our native host will handle 
everything to fulfill all your wishes.

Activities

FISHING

SHAMAN

PACHAMAMA

EXPEDITIONS CUISINE

UROSCONSTELLATIONS

CULTURE



For reservations please contact us at: 
reservas@amanticalodge.com
Tel: (+51) 73 411 360
Cel: (+51) 959 141 660   

Contact us for commercial purposes at:
pro@amanticalodge.com
Tel: (+51) 73 411 360
Cel: (+51) 959 141 660  


